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About This Content

This DLC contains the showcase of The Vagrant’s art assets that used in the game. Including character sprites, background art,
objects and props, monsters, and cut scene illustrations.

There are also artworks from our early Kickstarter campaigns, designs we produced in early stages but never used in the
finished game.

The Artbook will be presented in PNG format pictures.

After purchasing DLC, the pictures will be in folder 'DLC_TheVagrant_Artbook' under the root folder.
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Very sweet, fun game. "I wish there were more quests." You say. We finished with my wife in a day. Co-op mode is great fun.
An endless mode can be added to the game if possible. Meanwhile, the support team responds very quickly and is very helpful.
Thanks!. Don't let the reviews affect your thoughts. This game is not a long but a very interesting one. Totally worthed my hour
and my first comment on a game ever. Specially if you have tried THE STANLEY PARABLE and liked it, I guess you will like
this one as well. (There is even a little reference to that game you will realise while playing). very very nice game.. I liked it
its like 3 or 4 hours if you play it straight.
only buy it on sale and if u are fan of this kinda game
its good to pass time while u are smoking ure hookah and want to relax
. This is quite good.The control is not that hard and ez to understand.Its a bit laggy but playable for me.Love the girls(charms in
their own ways).. What first attracted me to this game was the unique art stye, and as I continued to play I discovered it's
fascinating game mechanics, one draw back I found was it's Repetedly frustrating stages.. I demand 0.8 hrs of my life be
returned asap
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Right now this is the best fighting game that's ever been made. Have I got it for free from some bundle? If yes - then it's ok. But
in it's current state I can't recommend it even with 80% discount I see now. Simply nothing to do in this game after first 10
minutes.... Check out my Steam Curator page, "Minorthreatt Gaming Reviews." I have the most organized and extensive genre
lists on Steam! Be sure to "FOLLOW" for more of my recommendations: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/31339849-Minorthreatt-Gaming-Reviews\/?appid=257170

The Short of it: Ridiculous arcade jetpack arena shooter with fun pixel art. There is a squid-alien character who's people
"resolve all conflicts with love-making." Video games could cure the world's problems...
. Very well made and the controlls feels so good!. This could have been a great game but they decided to make primarily a
hidden object game. If they reduced the amount of hidden object games by tnine tenths, it would have been great. As it is,
everytime you turn around there's a stupid mindless HOG to slog through. Very annoying.. Very interesting concept but not
worth 50 bucks right now. Not a huge multiplayer base so you wait for a while for people to load up... and really the captain
doesn't do much if the other people know what they are doing... Much more fun as a role playing game with 3 IRL friends to
hop on for a lil while.
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